
Puppies are really adventurous and like to investigate the world around them.
They will try things out and if they lead to good outcomes, they will repeat them.

One behavior that is often accidentally reinforced is counter surfing. Puppies
grow quickly and areas that were out of reach one day, rapidly become
accessible as your puppy grows. This can lead to them jumping up and stealing
something tasty or fun off the table or kitchen counter. Every time your puppy
finds something good, the more they will jump up on surfaces in the future.

If you are looking for a fast fix to this problem, your only solution is to deny
access to the counter. To prevent this from becoming a habit for your puppy, put
management in place. Clear all counters and tables as well as block access to
zones that might be tempting for your puppy. Block off the kitchen with a baby
gate or fence. Do not leave food items on the counter, ever. 

This is the easiest solution (commonly referred to as management) as there is
no training is involved. Please do not use shake cans, shock collars, or shock
mats. These tools will create a fear/avoidance response in your dog and your
dog may associate that with you or their surroundings. 
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Every behavior serves a function, meaning the dog expects an outcome. There
are four core functions of behavior for dogs: 

·Social attention
·Access to tangible items or preferred activities
·Escape or avoidance of demands and activities
·Sensory sensitivities (this could be seeking or avoiding sensory input).

Counter surfing serves multiple functions for dogs. It is intrinsically reinforcing.
Hunting for food, sniffing, and catching things satisfies the dog. Every time a
dog has the opportunity to satisfy one of the above needs (sniffing without
actually getting food counts!) it positively reinforces the behavior of putting
their paws up on the counter in the hope of a big score. 

A Synergistic Approach:

1.Management is the core of finding a solution to this issue. While you are
training toward a solution, if your dog accesses the counter and gets positively
reinforced for counter surfing, you will find yourself in an uphill battle. 

2.Teach your dog to hunt for food on the floor. Food scatters for fun or for
rewards help dogs look to the ground for food rather than up high. 

3.Food puzzles such as Kong Wobbler, Pet Safe Barnacle, Nina Ottoson puzzles,
snuffle mats (Building Bonds makes and sells snuffle mats!), Toppls (available
at Building Bonds), Kongs, etc. help dogs satisfy their need to forage for food.
The effort involved also provides mental stimulation and can tire your dog as if
they had some exercise.

4.Encourage food hunting. Hide food around the house or yard. Start by making
it easy, Take your dog out of the room. Place small piles of kibble around a room
which are fairly easy to find. Bring your dog to the room and tell them to find it.
When your dog understands that find it means go hunt for food, you can make
the placement of the food more challenging to find. This activity will encourage
them to hunt. Transition from the house to the backyard.
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https://www.kongcompany.com/wobbler
https://store.petsafe.net/sportsmen-barnacle
https://www.nina-ottosson.com/


5.If your dog does get something in their mouth they are not allowed to have,
trade them for something better. Run to the fridge and grab some lunch meat or
cheese and offer them a trade. When we rip things from dogs’ mouths, we teach
them that we are thieves, and they will learn to run from us when they have
something. In the meantime, work on teaching a drop cue. Talk to your trainer
about how to teach this. 

6.Provide lots of sniffy walks each week if not daily. Sniffy walks are 30-45
minutes in duration in which your dog’s only job is to sniff. These are not walks
in which you are working on loose leash walking skills. It is recommended that
you do this on a long leash. The Mendota Pet 15 ft leash sold at Building Bonds
is a good place to start. Talk with your trainer about how to handle this leash
appropriately. 

7.Switch up your dog’s exercise routines. Keep their activities diverse and
change locations frequently. Field trips outside of the home are important
enrichment activities for your dog that help satisfy some of those functions of
behavior: stimulation of their sensory sensitivities, access to preferred activities
and social attention (because everything is better with you!). 

8.Ditch the food bowl. Use the above-mentioned food exercises with your dog’s
meal food as opportunities for daily enrichment. Not using their meal food for
training and enrichment is a wasted opportunity. It also allows you to provide
lots of enrichment without adding too many additional food/treats to your dog’s
diet. 

9.Train your dog to go to their place whenever food is being prepared in the
kitchen. Settle on a mat or in their crate both work well. 
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